Capture, analysis and measurement of images of speech and smile dynamics
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Introduction: Dynamic analysis of smile and speech makes it easier to identify the features that define facial esthetics while allowing researchers to study different variables and observe the effects of aging. Objective: The aim of this study is to present a method for capturing, analyzing and measuring video images to support the study of speech and smile dynamics. Methods: Natural head positioning was standardized with the aid of a head holder (cephalostat). Image acquisition is performed with a video camera attached to a tripod, positioned at a fixed distance of 0.90 m. The subjects are trained to say out loud: “Tia Ema torcia pelo antigo time da Tchecoslováquia” and then to smile. The resulting images are fragmented and yielded four pictures that best represent a resting position, the least exposure of maxillary incisors, the greatest exposure of upper and lower incisors, and a posed smile. A freeware computer program called VIDEOMED was used to carry out measurements. Conclusion: The method presented in this study is an effective resource to record images captured during rest, speech and smile, thereby enabling a better understanding of changes in perioral soft tissues. Keywords: Aging. Video recording. Facial expression.
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INTRODUCTION

In orthodontics three methods are commonly suggested when studying the smile, namely: Qualitative, semi-quantitative and quantitative methods. The qualitative method is strictly visual. Typically, an orthodontist will look at a patient’s smile and assess, for example, the smile line height. In the semi-quantitative method, analysis of the smile is performed by means of photographs, and in the quantitative method smile line height is determined with the aid of instruments. Measurements range from the simplest to the most sophisticated approaches.¹

Capturing the smile image through photography presents certain difficulties: Photograph standardization is difficult due to differences in camera positioning, control of the distance to the focal point of the patient, head angle and the clinician’s inability to capture the social smile twice in different photographic sessions.²

Image capture with a camera and video edition for subsequent analysis with computer programs seems to be a highly efficient method in the dynamic analysis of speech and smile. Ackerman et al²,³,⁴ spearheaded the development of this technique. According to Maulik and Nanda,⁵ videos allow researchers to select frames, increasing accuracy when choosing the images that more faithfully depict posed smiles and incisors exposure during speech while concurrently enabling observation of the patient in conversation. This also facilitates the identification of strengths and weaknesses in facial esthetics, allowing observation of the effects of aging on perioral soft tissues.⁴

Exposure of anterior teeth is not the same during speech vs. smile. This is evidenced in the rest, speech and posed smile video clips. A reasonable camcorder can record thirty frames per second, producing a five-second video clip in a total of about one hundred and fifty frames.²

This study aims to present a method to enable the capture, analysis and measurement of images through video clips as a foundation for studying the dynamics of speech and smile.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Image capture

Natural head position should be chosen, and for this reason a head holder (cephalostat) was used as the gold standard to stabilize the head of each individual. In this case, ear positioners restricted excessive lateral movements and the nasion positioner limited vertical movements (Fig 1).

Image capture can be performed by any video camera that uses digital tape MINI-DV format (for example: Sony model DCR-HC15 VTSC). The camera was attached to a tripod and positioned at a fixed distance in a straight line of 0.90 m between the patient’s face and the camera lens. A second tripod should be positioned with an acrylic plate having a millimeter marker, of known dimension (30 mm x 50 mm) positioned flush to the patient’s lips and orthogonally to the camera, for later image calibration in the computer program. This marker must fully cover the lips of the individual, and the upper portion of the plate should be parallel to the ground. Both tripods have

Figure 1 - Image capture: A) Positioning participant in head holder (cephalostat) and capturing image with acrylic calibration plate, B) capturing posed smile, C) acrylic plate used for calibration of image with bubble level.
to have a bubble level indicator to ensure parallelism of the camera and the acrylic plate with the floor. An additional bubble level was then positioned on the acrylic plate, in order to ensure greater accuracy in its positioning in the horizontal plane (Fig 1).

After leveling, the bubble level can be removed, once the tripod has been properly adjusted. The camera must be raised to the level of the lower face, with the lens perpendicular to the ground. The captured image will be that related to the lower face, so that the mouth of the subject is in the center of the camera’s LCD display. Due to variations in facial heights between individuals, the resulting images may suffer differences in the framework.

To standardize the analysis of exposure of the teeth and soft tissues at different time intervals, the pronunciation of the same phrase can be employed. The sentence in Portuguese: “Tia Ema torcia pelo antigo time da Tchecoslováquia” followed by a smile was created with the guidance of a speech therapist who translated it phonetically from its original in English: “Chelsea eats cheesecake on the cheasapeake” created by Ackerman and Ackerman in 2002 for capturing the greatest exposure of the incisor teeth during speech. According to Morley and Eubank, enunciation of the phoneme “M” is used to obtain the exposure of the incisor teeth at rest. This phoneme was therefore added to record the lowest exposure of the incisors.

Shooting then begun, with a light source and diffuser being used as indirect lighting, with the calibrator positioned in front of the mouth for further calibration. This calibrator was then removed to visualize the pronunciation of the sentence previously trained, beginning at rest, and ending the session with a smile.

Video editing

The videos obtained were transferred to a computer, using Adobe Premiere Pro 2.0 software (Adobe Systems Incorporated, USA), in order to generate files in AVI format. The resulting videos have on average 12 seconds duration with an average 47 MB file size, in a total of about 360 picture frames per video. These videos were analyzed and split up at rest, during speech and smile, in order to produce the four static frames (corresponding to a photograph) that best represented a resting position, the least exposure of maxillary incisors, the greatest exposure of maxillary and mandibular incisors, and a posed smile.

The first frame selected was the image of a resting position, where the length of the lip and the height of the commissures were measured. Following the video sequence, the next frame showed the end of the utterance of the syllable “ma” in the word Ema; where the amount of maxillary incisor exposure, considered as the lowest exposure in speech was measured. On enunciation of the syllable “tche” in Tchecoslováquia, maxillary incisor exposure considered as the greatest exposure during speech was measured, as well as the amount of mandibular incisor exposure, if it ever came into view. As regards to the posed smile, measurements were made of the maximum maxillary incisor exposure and gingival exposure (Fig 2).

To ensure an accurate choice of picture frames it was necessary to carefully observe all the video fragments of each individual, so that only those that best represented each particular frame could be selected. Figure 3 shows nine different frames extracted from the same video, where frame number 6 best represents the ending utterance of the phoneme “tche.”

Measurements in the selected frames were performed with the aid of a specific freeware program for measuring distance and area on video, called VIDEOMED 1-16.9.2002 ALPHA (version PAEDD) produced in the Multimedia Laboratory of the Electronic Computer Center of the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro. This program allowed researchers to view the images and hear the speech of the subjects, which facilitated the selection of frames corresponding to each phoneme. To use VIDEOMED, it was executed initially the calibration of the image (obtained with the calibration plate positioned in front of the area to be measured) with linear correction factor for X and Y, thus enabling measurements with the lowest error coefficient possible (Fig 4). Using a cursor and a lens that magnified the view of the marked points, it was possible to carry out specific measurements in each selected frame.

Image analysis

Direct measurements were made of each individual’s cervical incisal height of the maxillary right central incisor and mandibular right central incisor with a digital caliper. This measure was obtained by
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Figure 2 - Selection of four picture frames: A) At rest; B) uttering syllable “ma” – considered the least exposure of maxillary incisors during speech; C) uttering of syllable “tche” – considered as the moment of greatest exposure of maxillary and mandibular incisors; D) posed smile.

Figure 3 - Different pictures frames showing utterance of syllable “tche”. Frame no. 6 best represents utterance of this phoneme.
Figure 4 - Image frame captured for calibration on computer and subsequent measurement using VIDEOMED software.

the distance between the incisal edge and the neck of the tooth in question, in the direction of its long axis. In each frame analyzed, specific measures on the teeth and soft tissue could be assessed. Noteworthy among these were:

A) Lip length (LL): Measured in millimeters from the base of the nose, on the midline, as far as the lowest portion of the upper lip vermilion, on the philtral column, at rest. This imaginary line must pass through the arch of the cupid.

B) Lip commissure height (LC) and (RC): Measured from a vertical line tangent to the external commissures and perpendicular to a horizontal line passing through the lower portion of the bases of the nose wings.

C) Least exposure of maxillary incisors during speech (EMA): Measurement of the cervical incisal length of the maxillary right central incisor exposed at the end point of utterance of the syllable “ma,” in the word Ema.

D) Maxillary incisor exposure during speech (TCHE): Measurement of the cervical incisal length of the maxillary right central incisor exposed during the utterance of the syllable “tche,” in the word Tchecoslováquia.

E) Mandibular incisor exposure during speech (TCHE lower): Measurement of the cervical incisal length of the mandibular right central incisor exposed during the utterance of the syllable “tche,” in the word Tchecoslováquia.


G) Gingival exposure during smile (GE): Measurement of the amount of gum exposed during posed smile: Distance between the lower edge of the upper lip and the gingival margin of the maxillary right central incisor. Exposure of a strip of gum above the maxillary right central incisor was regarded as a positive value. The value was considered zero when the lower edge of the upper lip was leveled with the gingival margin of the incisor. It was considered negative, when one cannot view the total cervical incisal length of the maxillary right central incisor, which was calculated by subtracting the measurement of incisor exposure during smile from its total length.

To determine the reliability and validity of the method presented, 124 subjects were randomly selected at the School of Dentistry of Rio de Janeiro State University to voluntarily participate in the shooting in question.

The intra-class correlation test regarding the reproducibility of the operator showed a high correlation (1.0) considering the level of significance of 5%. The reliability of the method was evaluated measuring two times each variable in the subjects investigated, with an interval of 1 week. The intra-class correlation test was used for this assessment, obtaining also for all variables a high correlation coefficient considering the level of significance of 5% (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Intra-class correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EMA 1 X EMA 2</td>
<td>0.991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCHE 1 X TCHE 2</td>
<td>0.998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMILE 1 X SMILE 2</td>
<td>0.989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCHE low 1 X TCHE low 2</td>
<td>0.974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LL 1 X LL 2</td>
<td>0.975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC 1 X LC 2</td>
<td>0.981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC 1 X RC 2</td>
<td>0.962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GE 1 X GE 2</td>
<td>0.996</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DISCUSSION

Incisor and gingival exposure, as well as the lip shape are significantly different during speech vs. smile. These differences can be observed when evaluating the smile images and the pronunciation of certain phonemes. The few studies that have investigated these factors report that these methods are reliable.

Studies of this nature pose difficulties owing to the labiodental characteristics, facial mobility and the complexity involved in acquiring images that represent such characteristics in each patient evaluated, with faithfulness and reproducibility, and which can be repeated at different time intervals.

In this method, image capture was accomplished by filming with a digital camcorder, to ensure the recording of more accurate observations of facial dynamics during a conversation. It was used a head holder to standardize head positioning in natural and orthogonal position to the camera, in order to reduce the variation in this position, which could alter the angle of observation and thus the analysis of the arch of the smile, the gingival margin, incisors length, axial tilt, in agreement with other studies.

The development of a method capable of capturing, analyzing and measuring the recorded images in a reliable and relatively simple manner, was made possible thanks to the availability of a program developed at the Multimedia Electronic Computer Center from the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro. This method made it possible to observe the images of dynamics facial in the form of a video clip, split them frame by frame and select the ones that best represent the variable being examined.

Due to the great difficulty in capturing a reproducible smile to analyze labiodental characteristics, this study used what is called a posed or social smile, which is considered more static and therefore reproducible.

A standardized videography provides the clinical orthodontist a greater number of images for selection of labiodental relationship parameters. Due to likely variations in the smile of adolescents, over time, photographs are rendered inadequate for evaluating treatment effects or changes caused by aging.

CONCLUSION

This method makes possible an effective recording that supports image capture during rest, speech and smile, while allowing the analysis and measurement of different variables. Information gleaned from these video clips can afford a deeper understanding of the changes in perioral soft tissues, contributing to the implementation of such knowledge in the search for more effective orthodontic treatment results.